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ON A FIRST ORDER NONLINEAR RECURRENCE
DEFINED USING THE MODULUS FUNCTION

by PauI Georgescu and Gabriel PoPa

On concern in this note is the limit of the first Jrder nonlinear recur-

rence d,efined by rn*r : l*n - onl, 11 € IR1 under some hypotheses on *"he

sequence (or,)r,>r, which will be made precise afterwards.

Let (rr,)r,21 be the sequence of real numbers defined by:

(R) 
,

(on)r,)r being

(P)

Tn*r : l*n - &nl, n

a sequence of real numbers which satisfies

an

We shall treat the following cases:

l. an-+ 0 as n -+ m; II. (4,,)rr11 strictly increasing and bounded;

III. (a'),,11, strictly increasing and unbounded.

In the first case, one obtains the following result'

Theorem l, Let (",,)r,>, bethe sequence defined 6g (R)' where (o"-)">t

is a null sequence which satisfies (P). Then (t")">r is conuergent'

Proof. Removing 11 if necessary' we may suppose that c,, ) 0, V n € N*'

Let us denote 11: {n € }tr*1c,. >- an]; and .[2 - {, e N[*; c,. I o,-]'

Case L. If Iz is finite, then 321 € N* such that cr. ) ar., V fi' ) n7, so

rn..r: fin - antVn 2 1. Then (or,)r,>1 is an ultimately decreasing sequence

of positive numbers and so it is convergent.
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Case2. If .I1 is finite, then lz2 € N* such that 0 ( r,, (. an,yn
and sin^ce (or)",>t is a null sequence, (rr.)*>, is also u, null sequence.

CaseS.If .I1 and 12 arc both infinit", l"t u, detail .I1 as

/r : {0r,, t... txnttt rn2t,.., rnLr...}

with n; < nL, nL I n*+t and .I1 contains together with crro and r,., all the
intermediary terms rit rlk < i < njr. ln order to insure tlie convergence .of(*n)n>t, our goal is to conveniently majorize x; for i € ,Ir.

Denote ,5t : {crro r...rtnL}. Since crrolr+r : frnr*i - anoq;, yi e
€ 0', ?zft-Ft - ne - I, we see that i,.* ) ann+r
since ra* : an*-7 - xnk, one has that cr.* I anr_t for eaJh Ie , so r; { anr_r,vi e ,sr. Together with the definition of i2 this'obviously yields that (2"),.;1
is a null sequence.

(C) 1no €

In view of
Theorem 1.

N such th \-'\at tno
1r-no

this remark, we may state the following consequence of

I a,, diverges also and we may apply
n=1

Corollary L. Let (r"),,>, futhe sequencedefined,rrJ*), where(o,L>,

'is a null sequence which satisfies (p) and. also for whi,chDo^ _ *m. Then

(rn)r>_, is a null sequence. n=l

We now indicate some applications of this result.
Problem t,(P.Georges.cu, G.popa). Let (rr,),,>, be the sequerrce d,e_| /r \ |

f,ned by cn*r = l*"-t^f {; )1, where (b")">r is a sequence such that
| \7),/ |

A <m<bn< M,Yn>L-,.f?, sornern, M e R and, f : (0,m) _+ (0,m) fs a

functi,on such that,tl?_ I € Ri. rt 
"n )j!*trn : 0.

solution. Here a,. - b^f(:) i. a null sequence which satisfies (p).\n/
Siirce tire series t b.-.1 i, divergent?

n=r n

Corollary 1.
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fr-1

Proof. One has frno+2k: o,.o * I(o,o+2i+ t - ano+2i)- Since (c21)111

i=O
and (r2p11)ft>s have finite limits 11 and 12 and' ftn*L: an - rntVz ) zs' we

see that h * lz: c. Therefore, a necessary and suffcient condition for the

convergence of (r,,),.2r i, j5n* nno+2k: 
f,, 

which finishes the proof.

Remark 2. The convergence condition in Theorem 2 may be refor-
oo - nO-l

mulated as rr * I(a"o+2r+ 1 - an"r2i):;+ D ,r.
r=0 r=l

Theorem 2 may be used in solving the following problems.

Problem 3 (P.Georgescu, G.Popa). Proae that the sequence (t,"),",.

d,efined, by ,n+r: l"* - (, - 1) l, " )- L and' nr = 3, is diuersent.
| \ n/t 

.,

Solution. In this c?s€, ?zs : 3r 0'o : |, c:2.

= 13 *f ('- #tTt -2+#) and it is seen

that ,"l!g r3+2n-1n2, so (c,r)rr>1 is divergent, since for the convergence it

would be required to have ,I;1 rr*r,, : l J53. (, - ;) : t
Problem 4 (P.Georgescu, G.Popa). Proue that the sequence ("'),,>t

| / 1\nl
ilefined by *n+r: lt,, - { t + : ) l, tt e K, diuerges for infinitely many 11

| \ n/ 
|

and conuerges for infi,nitely man! 11.

Solution. Let ns 2 5 be arbitrary, but fixed. In order to have

no: min{i;r;1a;}, 11 should satisfY:

A r the con r,.)n-l we need also:

- S no+zi+r "o+'\ -Ft 1., - 1\ .: (r\xt+L t- L r'-i)-rt. \-)
i=o / ;=o \

(1)

Given ns ) 5, it is seen that (1) and (2) are both satisfied for a single

11 (which increases as no increases). To see this, we may use the following

estimates from [1]:
e / t\".-#t(t*t) t"-5ft,vn23,

to conclude that:
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Proof. One has frno+2k- o,,o * !{o*r*rr* , - anoqz;). Since (121)111

and (c27,-,.1)k;,s have finite limits tr uriiohand c,.11 : a,n xn,V n) ?zs, we
see that h -l lz: c. Therefore, a necessary and sufficient condition for the
convergence of (r,,),o1, i. jT* rno*2k: 

f,, 
which finishes the proof.

Remark 2. The convergence condition in Theorem 2 may be refor-
oo - no-l

mulated as 11 + f (o"o*r,* r - an"+2i) :;+ I "r.i=0 - i=l
Theorem 2 may be used in solving the following problems.
Problem 3 (P.Georgescu, G.Popa). Proue that the sequence (r,.),">,

| / .1\l
def,ned, by ,n+r : l*n - | 2 - : I l, " ) L and s1 : 3, is diuergent.

| \ n/l 
1

Solution. In this c&s€, ?2s : 3, ono : =r, c = 2.

Then, r3+2n= ts * f f, - =+ - 2 ++) and it is seen-" ' f; \- 3+2i+L - ' s+ 2i/ -^'"

that 
J53" 

x3+2n: ln 2, so (cr,)r.11 is divergent, since for the convergence it

would be required io have 
,l!1g "r*r,, = i *g" (, - *) : t

Problem 4 (P.Georgescu, G.Popa). Proae that the sequence (r,,),,>t
| / 1\'l

definedbg *n+r:l*n - (t+: I l, rr € R' diuergesfor infinitely many 11
| \ n/ |

and conuerges for infi,nitely man! r,1.

Soluti,on. Let TLs

TLs - min {i; * i

In order to have

(1)

As seen earlier, for the convergence of (r,")r,;,1 we need also:

* /t r \no*2r*1 / t \no*2\ no:L / l\i o"'E(('.".**) -(t+M) J:E('*;,) 5 tzt

Given n6 ) 5, it is seen that (1) and (2) are both satisfied for a single
c1 (which increases as Tr0 increases). To see this, we may use the following
estimates from [1]: 

e / 1\' e .e- 2nazt (.t*;/ 2e- 2rtrt' vz23'
to conclude that:

t;
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Let us denote 4:t(-1)ka1,.Itis obvious thatT21, ) 0 and Zl1,,4{0

and an easy computatiorlyietas that:

xno..k: (-1;"0+a-t?,"0+r-, - (-1;"0+r-t (Tno + (-1)"0r,,0), (B)

where no : min{i t r; { ai}.
We now obtain the following result.
Theorem 3. Let (r,,),,tt be the sequence d,efined, by (R), with (an),s1

satisfying (P) and be'i,ng strictly i,ncreasing and, unbounded,. Then, rl*o ",, 
:

-+m i! and. only i,f hm(-1)?"-loo and,, in th,is case,jg56r4;-+oo.
The proof is straight forward and it is based on (3).
We may use this result to solve the following problem:
Problem 5 ([1], Problem 295, p.1-05, modified). Let rg ] 0. Find the

Iimi,t o! the sequence (r')n>o whi,ch uerifies rn1r: l*n - rl, Vn € N, and

proae that lim 
*^ :!.

rt-+@ n 2
(?. ifn:2kI al

. Solution. Here (-1)'7": 1""+t _ , so (-i)'?, -+ ,cc

I f ir n:2k+1
(and therefore rn -+ m as well), und Ji% ffi,: 1, which immediateiv

,'In1lmplles that hm : - -n-+a n 2'
Remark 3. One does not necessarily obtain that j{g X,: ;for ail

(or,)",>t ; this quotient may not have a limit in some cases. This may be seen

if (a,,),,y1 - (n2)n>r,forwhich lig- ?:1u,nd 11rn 
t'"+!:9.

n-+6 q2n 4 - - i1cx., a2na1 4'
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The above considerations may be extended to systems of recurrences.
We hereby indicate an example.

Problem B (P.Georgescu, G.popa). Let (xn)ns1 dnd, (A)n>r be the

sequences def'ned I n) L, x1,gr € IR. proue that

,Ji*" "" 
: 

J5g un = o-

sotution. we see that ynp = ll*._ *l 
_","#,yl : ,0, _ cnl,

f **.inffi, ir u^"r*'ot 
\"rr-

withc"-{T .r/ 
1

[ ; -'in 517' if 
'" 

t i'
It is seen that j$ cn : 0 t"d i "r* 

: i czk+r :oo, so corollary 1

implies that (y2111)11s and (vz*)*2rou1 outf ,t=o?r.n."", so (y,,),">r is a null
sequence. Since 4,.11 - lr" - :l ; n ) t,we deduce that (2,,),,11 is also a
nullsequence. I nl -
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EXAMENE Sr CONCURSURT

CONCURSUL DE MATEMATICA ,,FLONiCA T.CAMPAN"
FLZA INTERJUDETEAN L, zs MAI 2OO2t IASI

prezentare de Dan BrAnzei

o proiectare de competilie reprezintx un vis, dar iroate fi fapt pozitiv
dacx gd,ndegte sd, mr,soare profund calitd,li qi deveniri gi sd, completeze demer-
suri didactice. Prima intrupare a competiliei aratd, ce a fost bun in proiect qi
ce se mai poate imbunitd,li. A doua intrupare, dacd, este reuqitx, se instituie
in s5,geat5, spre viitor. A doua intrupare afazei interjudelene a concursului
Florica T. cdmpan a fost o reuqitx,: subiecte corecte, uneori ghiduge, cer6,nd
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